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Overlapping Resonances*

MYRQN BANDER, PHILIP W. CQUITKR) AND GQRDoN L. SHAw

Physics Department, University of California, Irvine, Cahforeia 9Z664
(Received 27 March 1970)

The results obtained by Coulter and Shaw in describing dynamical effects in two overlapping resonances
are g'eneralized by showing that they are contained in the Wigner-Weisskopf treatment of decaying states.

where the E; and r'; are the position and width that the
ith resonance would have if it were isolated. The I';
are proportional to the squares of "bare" coupling
constants. In this model the parameter c is already
present in the dynamics of the isolated resonances.

If unitarity alone is used, the S matrix can be written
as

(E—Eg —i-,' Fg) (E—E2—i-', F2)S=
(E—E,+z-', F,) (E—E,+ z-', F,)

(2)

In fits to experimental data E, and I'; are interpreted
as the position and width of the ith resonance. ' Equa-
tion (1) can be rewritten in the same form as Eq. (2)
and one can determine the relation between the barred
and unbarred quantities as a function of c. Depending
on the value of c and the separation between the reson-
ances (Ez—E2), the ratio F,/F, can be greatly enhanced
or suppressed. The experimentally determined quanti-
ties in overlapping resonances cannot be directly related
to coupling constants without knowing c. In this note
we will show that this result does not depend on a
particular model, but follows from the Wigner-Weiss-
kopf treatment of decaying states.

* Supported in part by National Science Foundation.' P. Coulter and G. Shaw, Phys. Rev. 188, 2443 (1969).
2 See B. French, in Proceedings of the Fourteenth International

Conference on High Energy Physics, Vienna, 196h' (CERN,
Geneva, 1968), p. 109.

2

' "N a recent publication, ' two of the authors proposed a
~ - model to study dynamical eBects in overlapping
resonances. Using a coupled-channel SD ' model, it
was shown that the Smatrix, assuming elastic unitarity,
can be written as

(E—E —i—F )(E—E —z—I' ) ——FiF,(c—z)

(E E,+P,—F,) (E -E,yi ',—F,) ,'F-,F,(—c+z) 2

The decay of overlapping states has been treated
extensively in the literature. To establish the notation,
we shall give a brief outline of the solution. Since we
are not interested in establishing the exponential time
dependence of the decays, we shall treat this as a scat-
tering problem.

Let a, n= 1, 2, be the amplitude for the two resonant
states and 6, that of the continuum. The equations
satisfied by these amplitudes are

E a +p(E,)dE,b,H„=Ea,
E,b,+Q H, a =Eb„

where we have assumed that we are dealing with pure
resonances by only considering continuum-resonance
couplings. Solutions may be obtained in a standard
manner:

with

b. =g(E E.+i&) '—H, a +b.„,
a

a-=Z(D ')-pHp. o,
P

D p=(E E)b p dE p(E~)—H (E E—pj's)—
The zeros of the determinant of D give the positions and
widths of the resonances.

We now make the standard assumption that the
elements of D do not vary rapidly with E, and obtain

det D = (E—E,+ ', iFgg)(E —E2+-,'iF22-)
—(E»—k~F»)', (~)

' V. Weisskopf and E. Wigner, Z. Physik 63, 54 (1930).For the
generalization of the Wigner-Weisskopf formalism to two over-
lapping resonances, see Y. Dothan and D. Horn, Phys. Rev. D 1,
916 (1970).
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with and Horn' we may write

E1 E1+P 1' Hl H 1
E—E,

E2=E2+P dE2 H2c Hc2,
E—E,

and

Eg2=P dE, Hg, II,g,E jv

I';, =2 2pr(E)H;.H„
Here E is some average energy in the region of interest.

We can recover the form of Eq. (I) by noting that

and letting
r12 (rlr2)

(E12/r12) ~

If we choose the shapes of IIj, and II2, to be the same,
we would obtain the same interpretation of c as in
Ref. 1. It was found there that the mass shifts of the
isolated resonances were —~1'~c and —21"~c. This is no
longer true in the more general treatment presented
here. However, we have the same number of parameters
in each case and one would still expect to see e6ects
of the type described in Ref. 1. After diagonalizing, the
Wigner-Weisskopf formalism leads to an 5 matrix of
the form of Eq. (2). The four parameters in Eq. (2)
describing the overlapping resonances are the only ones
which can be determined experimentally. However,
these widths can only be directly related to coupling
constants by using a dynamical model.

In the usual Wigner-Weisskopf formalism, one solves
for the width I"~. Following the notation of Dothan

fI)=
f
p') —e'Pf~), (6)

where
f
p') and. fee) are eigenstates of the strong-

interaction Hamiltonian in the limit H —+0. At first
glance it might seem that I'~ has the usual relationship
to the coupling that one expects. This is not true,
however, because the amount of mixing, and hence the
state fI), is also determined by H (and is a sensitive
function of the separation of the resonances'). Our
formalism differs from that of Dothan and Horn be-
cause we have explicitly isolated a/l of the dependence on
B.The width F~ can be determined experimentally, but
it is not true that F& is strictly proportional to the
square of a "bare" coupling constant. 4 This result has
obvious implications for the overlap of two resonances
belonging to SU(3) multiplets. We would not expect
the experimentally determined widths to obey simple
SU(3) predictions since they are not proportional to
squares of "bare" SU(3) coupling constants. In order
to relate the experimental width to SU(3) couplings,
an explicit dynamical model must be used (as in Ref.
I for the case of the A2).

4 This result is implicit in Eqs. (5) and (6). The parameter c
introduced through the formalism in Ref. 1 allows us to single out
the dependence on the bare coupling constants. We believe that
this is an advantage over the more commonly used (and equiv-
alent) mixing-angle formalism of Ref. 3 since it is the bare coupling
constants which are of theoretical interest.

where fI) describes the decaying state which is a
(right) eigenvector of M —i/2r. For example, in the
treatment of p'-co mixing,

f I) can be written as




